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very day, organizations may exchange a considerable amount of files with multiple
participants. Documents ranging from payment transactions to purchase orders are sent to
employees, remote staff, customers, and trading partners. These transfers are an integral part
of how each business runs.
Because of the sensitive information often contained in files, data transfers should be protected.
Documents, emails, and databases should be encrypted to limit the risk associated with an attack,
breach, or user error. Organizations need to consider their network and IT capabilities to achieve a
higher level of protection. And they also need to meet the compliance requirements that apply to
them, like HIPAA, PCI DSS, and FISMA.
Is it possible to streamline hundreds or thousands of file transfers while still meeting the needs of
trading partners, ensuring regulation compliance, and preparing for company audits? Yes.
Consider exploring a solution like secure managed file transfer that does all these tasks—with
the aim of making IT and business professionals' lives easier by centralizing the management and
encryption of file transfers.
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GETTING STARTED

About this Guide
Finding the right solution for your business isn’t always easy. Many details go into choosing the product that’ll work best for you: narrowing down your
options, researching their unique features, and evaluating them for potential success in your environment are just a few.
This guide strives to limit the information you’ll need when evaluating different managed file transfer solutions. Here, in about 30 minutes of reading time,
you’ll find various buying considerations and explanations, including industry- and compliance-specific concerns, that will help you make an informed
decision.
By the end, you’ll have a better grasp on what secure managed file transfer can do for your organization. We’ve also included a helpful, printable checklist to
use when comparing solutions from different managed file transfer vendors.
Have questions? Email goanywhere.servicesstaff@helpsystems.com.
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GETTING STARTED

What is Managed File Transfer?
At a minimum, a managed file transfer (or MFT) solution is a product that encompasses all aspects of inbound and outbound file transfers while using
industry-standard network protocols and encryption.
What does “managed” in managed file transfer mean? It refers to how the solution can automate and transfer data across your network, systems,
applications, trading partners, and cloud environments from a single, central point of administration.
An MFT solution can be used by organizations of all sizes for file transfer needs ranging from a few dozen a week to a few thousand a day and more. It can
replace old technology too, like regular FTP solutions that are still being deployed in organizations despite the risks posed by data that’s “sent in the clear”;
time-consuming manual processes that include the use of PC tools and legacy scripts; and solutions with file access that is too decentralized, making it hard
for the team to control and manage the data.
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GETTING STARTED

Understand the Benefits
Trends in the workplace are making managed file transfer solutions necessary. Employees are sharing a prolific amount of
information through their emails [and] only 47 percent of employees think their companies have policies [for file sharing] in place.
— “Select and Implement a Managed File Transfer Solution”
Info-Tech Research Group Report

Many organizations struggle to fully protect the data shared by their
employees, customers, trading partners, and third-party vendors.
Information can easily be sent to the wrong person, stored on the
wrong server, or shared with a non-secured application. With these
concerns, IT teams are desperately looking for ways to minimize the
risks that accompany data exchange.

Meet Compliance Requirements

Reduce Your Costs

Eliminate the need for custom scripts and programs, single-function
tools, and manual processes, all of which can be costly to maintain.

An MFT solution can help do this by providing the following benefits:

Maintain Strong Cybersecurity Practices
Rely on managed file transfer security settings, including detailed
audit trails and segmented groups for multiple security zones, to
meet strict in-house policies.

Follow Encryption Protocols
Encrypt and compress your files in transit and at rest with several
leading technologies for securing data, including OpenPGP, AES, SSL,
and SSH.

www.goanywhere.com
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Secure your data to comply with regulations like PCI DSS, FISMA,
HIPAA/HITECH, GBLA, SOX, and the GDPR.

Improve Your Transfers
Simplify and automate a high volume of file transfers with workflows
that are easy to design and process without the use of other tools
or programming.

Deploy on Multiple Platforms
Implement your solution on-premises, in the cloud, or in a hybrid
environment, or look for a hosted (Saas) solution wherever you need
flexibility and scalability to match the growth of your business.
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Pre-Search Considerations
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PRE-SEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

On-Premises or the Cloud
In an IT Priorities survey from TechTarget, 22 percent of survey users said they planned to deploy cloudbased applications in 2018 as part of their software initiatives. LinkedIn Group Partner’s Cybersecurity
Trends Spotlight Report shared similar cloud trends, with 33 percent of businesses reporting that they
planned to make investing in cloud infrastructure security a priority.
With the cloud growing in popularity, MFT vendors are working hard to make sure organizations have
the flexibility they need to meet their business requirements. This includes the ability to work in multiple
environments, from on-premises to the cloud to a hosted (SaaS) environment to somewhere in between
(hybrid). Some offer cloud versions of the MFT solution alongside vendor-hosted environments.
Determine which environment you plan to integrate your MFT solution in before you start your search.
Don’t be afraid to ask questions about how a solution works in your chosen environment, and check how
difficult it may be to migrate if you start on-premises and later want to move to the cloud or vice versa.
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PRE-SEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

Industry-Specific Requirements
What industry are you in? Keeping industry-specific needs in mind
when evaluating MFT solutions will make the decision processes
much easier, as you’ll be able to vet what will and won’t work right
away. To get you started, here are a few important requirements to
consider in the following industries:

Healthcare
Healthcare organizations need to secure their ePHI data and ensure
their files are easily transferred and accessible to other locations and
departments. The MFT solutions you evaluate should segment users,
provide strong authentication methods, offer detailed auditing and
reporting for worldwide data protection regulations (like HIPAA
in the U.S., the EU’s Directive of Data Protection, and Canada’s
PIPEDA), and coordinate patient data with outside physicians and
remote offices.

Logistics
Distribution and warehouse organizations must be able to automate
the exchange of orders and EDI documents with their trading
partners. Managed file transfer can help ease this burden by
securing data for SOX 404 and 409, maintaining records for 21
CFR Part 1.236-1.368, meeting FTC regulations for tax filings and
inventory control, generating audit trails, and controlling access to
sensitive documents.
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Higher Education
Post-secondary schools must protect confidential student
information, both university-wide and in the exchange of data with
authorized third parties. Managed file transfer can help schools
achieve compliance with FERPA, PCI DSS, GLBA, FISMA, and HIPAA, as
well as protect student data through encryption, detailed audit logs,
centralized user administration, and enforced password policies.

Insurance
The insurance industry must meet onerous compliance burdens
and find a way to simplify and automate the data they exchange
with business partners. A good MFT solution will help insurance
companies meet SOX, GLBA, HIPAA, and HITECH requirements;
secure data in compliance with the Dodd-Frank Act; maintain the
integrity of files in motion for OIG, Medicare, and Medicaid; transfer
data in bulk for ETL and migrations; and more.

Banking and Finance
Banks and financial institutions understand the importance of
protecting sensitive data. The right MFT solution will help you
achieve PCI DSS and GLBA compliance; provide tracking, auditing,
and delivery requirements for Basel III; secure private data for
SOX 404 and 409; and secure data in transit and at rest for the
Dodd-Frank Act.
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PRE-SEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

Industry-Specific Requirements
Manufacturing

Public Sector

Retail

Product manufacturing frequently requires
the secure exchange of data files between
departments, business partners, and
(sometimes) government entities. Any MFT
solution you consider should secure data for
SOX 404 and 409, maintain records for 21
CFR Part 1.236-1.368, meet FTC regulations
for tax filings and inventory control,
generate audit trails, and control access to
sensitive documents.

Government agencies face significant
regulations and security policies. In addition
to meeting compliance requirements for
FIPS 140-2, SOX, GLBA, PCI DSS, and HIPAA,
organizations in the public sector are also
accountable for FISMA, a mandate that requires
them to create, document, and implement a
plan to ensure their information systems are
secure. In addition, solutions must be secured
from the Product Compliant List of the National
Information Assurance Partnership's Common
Criteria and Evaluation and Validation Scheme
(NIAP-CCEVS). The right MFT solution can help
with all of this—and more.

Escalating instances of data theft emphasizes
the need for retail locations to safeguard
customers’ personal data and credit card
information. Managed file transfer can help
retail companies comply with PCI DSS, SOX,
and FTC regulations, implement internal
policies that conform to the Non-Bank
Financial Services Rule, and control access
to documents with enterprise-level security
settings (like user and group roles).
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PRE-SEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

Cybersecurity & Data Breach Defense
With data breaches rising at an alarming rate across many industries, IT teams are focused on
implementing strong cybersecurity practices in their organizations and looking at their third-party
applications, software, and networks closer than ever and ensuring they incorporate proper and
stringent encryption practices.
When evaluating managed file transfer solutions, consider what vendors offer for security and data
breach defense. Make sure they’re putting security first and ask how they’ll work with you to protect
the sensitive information you share on a daily basis.
Here are a few questions to get you started:
• What types of encryption standards are supported?
• Does it use FIPS 140-2 validated encryption ciphers?
• Can I authenticate users against LDAP or Active Directory?
• Can I segment my organization into multiple security zones?
• Can I define various permissions for separation of duties?
• Can I perform multi-factor authentication?
• Can I restrict users to specific directories and subfolders?
• Does this solution offer notifications (email and/or SMS) for login
failures, rejected files, and other irregular activity?
• Does this solution track all user events and file activity?
• Can I generate management reports of trading
partner activity?
• Will the solution block brute-force and DoS attacks?
• Does the solution meet the security standards required for
Common Criteria certification?
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PRE-SEARCH CONSIDERATIONS

Key MFT Features
There are several MFT solutions on the market. How should you
determine which is best for your organization? When exploring your
options, here are some features to look for:

Auditing and Reporting

Audit logs help you monitor the activity in your environment for
all movement of files. Reporting metrics provide statistical details,
graphs, and charts of this activity.

Cloud Support

Cloud deployment gives you the flexibility to automate and secure
file transfers in the cloud, no matter where those files reside. Look
for a solution that scales with your organization and works with
popular cloud computing platforms like Amazon Web Services and
Microsoft Azure.
Some MFT solutions also offer built-in integrations for popular web
and cloud applications like Salesforce, SharePoint, and Microsoft
Dynamics 365. These integrations make it easy to move files to and
from the services you use every day.

Remote Agents

Remote agents can automate file transfers and workflows on
systems throughout your enterprise. They are managed by a central
deployment of the product, allowing you to run processes and
transfers across multiple locations.

Automation

A MFT solution with batch automation will allow you to determine
when your file transfers perform. Look for an option that can execute
multiple transfers concurrently, trigger when another process
completes, and comes with a built-in scheduler, which eliminates the
need for other tools or software to launch your workflows.
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Extensive Security Controls

Enterprise-level security will help you meet stringent in-house
policies and compliance requirements. Make sure the MFT solution
you evaluate comes with features that safeguard your data and
restrict users to only the areas of the product they need.

Secure Email Capabilities

A solution that offers a secure way to send email will help ensure the
security of your messages and files by turning them into encrypted
packages. These packages can then be downloaded through a
protected HTTPS connection.

Flexible Web Client

A browser-based interface allows you and your trading partners to
perform file transfers through HTTPS. This type of interface may give
your team the best flexibility because it doesn't require a desktop
client installation.
Additionally, look for a solution with good mobile support, so you
can check your file transfer metrics and system activity on-the-go
from any device, including tablets and smartphones.

Load Balancing & Clustering

Load balancing allows you to process high volumes of file transfers
by spreading the workload across multiple systems. Clustering
(active-active) allows the automatic failover to another system if a
server in the cluster goes down.

EDI File Translation

Many traditional EDI tools are complex and time-consuming to
configure. A robust solution with EDI file translation should support
critical X12 and EDIFACT standards and combine file transfer and EDI
into one, easy-to-use solution for reading, writing, and mapping X12
and XML files between databases.
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In-Depth Evaluation
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IN-DEPTH EVALUATION

Create a Requirements Checklist
Once you’ve identified the features you want in an MFT solution and have an idea of what your organization needs in terms of deployment, industry,
and cybersecurity, it’s helpful to create a checklist of requirements that you can easily refer to when evaluating different MFT solutions.
Here’s an example requirements checklist to get you started:

Requirement

Vendor #1

Vendor #2

Vendor #3

I can administer file transfers without having to install software on my PCs.
The solution can run on _____________________________ platforms (e.g. Windows, IBM i, Linux, Microsoft Azure).
The solution has role-based administration that allows for separation of duties.
The solution can help guarantee the delivery of file transfers.
The security standards I need, like _____________________(e.g. OpenPGP, SFTP, FTPS, and AS2), are supported by the solution.
The solution lets me encrypt data with FIPS 140-2 validated algorithms.
The solution produces detailed audit trails of all activity and supports SYSLOG feeds.
I am able to compress and decompress files using ZIP, GZIP, and TAR.
The solution can extract data from a database and convert it to popular file formats.
The solution allows me to translate/parse received files directly into a database.
The solution has configurable error handling (auto-retry, continue, send email alert, etc).
The solution includes an integrated scheduler for automatically running future transfers.
The solution monitors folders for new files and can call workflows to process those files.
The solution includes integrated key and certificate management tools.
The solution allows users to securely create ad-hoc file transfers.
The solution has a DMZ gateway that allows sensitive files to be kept in the internal network (out of the DMZ),
without needing to open inbound ports into that internal network.
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Requirement

Vendor #1

Vendor #2

Vendor #3

The solution allows me to trade with an unlimited number of trading partners for one price.
I can install and start using the solution without assistance from the vendor’s technicians.
The solution helps my organization comply with critical industry and governmental regulations.
I can create file transfers and business processes that I want to perform without creating a script.
I can set password policies and expiration intervals for the product.
I can authenticate users against ___________________________ (e.g. LDAP or AD).
The solution offers notifications for login failures, rejected files, and other unusual activity.
The solution allows me to segment my organization into multiple security zones (with features like users, groups, roles, and domains).
The solution allows me to track all user events and file transfer activity.
I can generate activity reports for trading partners.
I can authenticate server connections with a combination of passwords, SSH keys, and SSL certificates.
I can easily integrate with the web and cloud applications I use every day (e.g. Salesforce or SharePoint).
I can monitor file transfer metrics and system activity anywhere from any device (including smartphones and tablets).
The solution has customers or contacts I can talk to and/or the vendor can provide links to third-party sites
where their customers have submitted product reviews.
The vendor offers 24/7 software support (including weekends).
The vendor has professional services (e.g. product training, project consulting, migration assistance) 			
to help me get the most out of the product.
The solution offers flexible deployment: on-premises, in the cloud, Saas or hybrid.
The vendor invests in the product through frequent enhancements and support.
The vendor is Common Criteria-certified or is listed on the Product Compliant List of the NIAP-CCEVS.

Helpful Tip: If you have questions about any of these items, contact the vendor’s support team or your
sales representative. Pay special attention to their response time and what kind of answer you get. A
vendor that is helpful during the evaluation period will also likely be helpful after purchase.
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IN-DEPTH EVALUATION

List Your Compliance Requirements
The MFT solution you’re evaluating may seem perfect on the surface, but you’ll want to make sure
that it also meets your compliance requirements.
See what resources the solution offers for compliance. Do they have data sheets,
checklists, or an FAQ that describes how their product helps organizations meet certain
regulation requirements? Are they on the Product Compliant List for NIAP-CCEVS?

Beware of vendors who have labeled their MFT solution
as certified: i.e. “HIPAA Certified” or “GDPR Certified.” Most
compliance regulations do not offer these certifications.
Furthermore, a vendor can never guarantee their product will
make your organization compliant; they can only help you take
steps toward compliance.
Ultimately, the responsibility to become and remain compliant
rests on you and your organization.
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IN-DEPTH EVALUATION

Determine Your Budget
Secure managed file transfer solutions come in all sizes and
packages, from small, free FTP tools to enterprise-sized solutions that
cost hundreds of thousands of dollars.
When determining how much you want to spend on an MFT solution,
consider what is—and isn’t—included in the price. Questions to ask
the vendor’s sale team include:
• Can I license specific modules?
• Are clustered and load balancing licenses discounted?
• Do you discount non-production licenses?
• Can I lease the software?
• Do you offer user- or vendor-based licensing, or are
users and vendors unlimited?
Beyond initial software licenses, most buyers purchase a support
package and annual maintenance, so they can upgrade to the latest
product version as soon as it’s available.
Also consider any optional investments you’d like to put into
the product, such as professional services (e.g. migration and
implementation assistance, software training) or add-on modules
that expand what you can do with your MFT solution.
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IN-DEPTH EVALUATION

Find the Solution’s ROI
Aside from its ability to secure and automate file transfer tasks,
one of the most attractive aspects of implementing an MFT solution
is the positive return on the investment (ROI). This ROI varies, as the
amount you can save depends on the vendor and product.
When evaluating solutions, look to see if the vendor has an ROI tool
or resource that will calculate how much your organization stands to
save after replacing your legacy products, manual file transfers and
scripts, and homegrown workflows.
In general, MFT can help IT teams:
• Respond quickly to new security requirements without
creating additional work.
• Save time by eliminating labor-intensive processes like
scripting and programming.
• Grow with the needs of the organization as its data
requirements become more complex.
• Avoid unplanned and unnecessary system downtime
by keeping file transfers running.
• Scale with any nodes, systems, and networks added to
an environment over time.
See how much money you could save with an MFT solution using this
handy ROI tool.
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Before You Buy
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BEFORE YOU BUY

Read MFT Reviews
At this point, you’ve hopefully filled out your requirements checklist,
detailed which features are important to you, determined how much
you can spend, and stacked each of these up against potential
MFT solutions.
Once you’ve narrowed down the search, look at reviews to see
what customers are saying. Are they happy with the MFT solution
you’re considering? What do they think the product’s strengths
and weaknesses are? Pay special attention to the “cons” customers
mention. Is there a trend among reviewers? Is the perceived negative
a dealbreaker for you?
Some good software review websites for MFT solutions are:
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BEFORE YOU BUY

Request a Demo/Trial
After reading reviews, request a demo or trial for your top-identified
solutions. Choosing a demo or trial (or both) fully depends on how
much time you have during your evaluation period.
A demo is a live, one-on-one meeting with the vendor’s product
experts that usually lasts an hour, giving you time to ask any
questions you have that haven’t been answered by previous research.
It also lets the vendor show you areas of the product you’re especially
interested in, so you can see the solution in action.
A trial is usually a 14- to 30-day period that allows you to use the
product and see how it performs, how long it takes to set up a file
transfer, what the encryption process looks like, and more. A trial is
more hands-on than a demo, allowing you to explore features in your
own time on your own system. This is often what professionals need
to go from “considering buying” to “invested in buying.”

How should you approach demos and trials?
To avoid getting overwhelmed with different solution details, we
recommend first attending a demo with two or three of your top
vendor choices. Setting up a trial in your environment can be time
consuming; a demo will help you determine which solutions appear
to be the best fit for your organization.
Once you’ve narrowed your options to one or two vendors, use the
trial period to set up some file transfers, test encryption methods,
and make sure the solution works for you.
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BEFORE YOU BUY

Study Vendor Resources
Finally, take some time to explore the vendor’s MFT
resources. Good resources, like online documentation
and educational videos, tell you that the vendor is not
only dedicated to developing powerful software, they’re
also dedicated to helping you understand everything the
product can do for your organization.
Look for materials like these. They should be easy to locate:
• White papers
• Product videos
• Support forms
• Training resources
• Professional services
• On-demand webinars
• Case studies and user testimonials
• A blog with helpful, up-to-date information
• Product documentation (user guides, support articles)
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After the Sale
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AFTER THE SALE

Connect with Like-Minded Customers
Congratulations! You’ve successfully purchased an MFT solution.
Once the software is up and running in your environment, you might
think the process is over… but it doesn’t have to be.
If you want to maximize your new investment, consider
connecting with other like-minded customers who use MFT or
your chosen vendor.
Some vendors offer a customer portal that gives access to community forums, where you can brainstorm with other customers over
questions you might have, suggest enhancements and fixes you’d
like to see in the product, and share any templates or workflows you
create with others.
You might also learn how others have tackled specific MFT projects
on websites like:
Stack Overflow | Reddit

www.goanywhere.com
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AFTER THE SALE

Receive Product Training and Services
Some MFT vendors offer product training and professional services,
both online and on-site, for a fee. When choosing an MFT solution,
see if the vendor offers training and services to help your team
get proficient with the solution and put it into production in a
timely manner.
Training should give you in-depth knowledge of the solution. When
you request training details, consider asking the vendor the following
questions:
• Are the training costs the same regardless of how
many people attend the session?
• Is the training interactive or demonstrated by
the trainer?
• Are there course outlines you can review before
purchasing the sessions?
• Can you customize what will be covered in training?
Professional Services usually provide integration, development,
and consulting services. If you don’t have the resources needed to
implement the solution, or you’d like to have the vendor help with
the migration to the new solution, be sure to ask the vendor if those
services are available.
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About HelpSystems
HelpSystems is a people-first software company focused on helping exceptional organizations
Build a Better IT™. Our holistic suite of security and automation solutions create a simpler, smarter,
and more powerful IT. With customers in over 100 countries and across all industries, organizations
everywhere trust HelpSystems to provide peace of mind. Learn more at www.helpsystems.com.
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